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Free homophones and homographs worksheets

Students write the correct homograph in a blank, to complete the sentence This page contains printable homonyms, homographs and homophones of worksheets. These worksheets contain precise explanations of homonyms, homographs, and homophones. There is an example after each explanation, followed by a
number of questions on practice. In these questions, students are asked to choose the right word to complete the sentence. There are a total of 30 questions in the worksheet below. Homonyms, Homographs and Homophones List Homonyms, Homographs and Homophones List Replies Thanks for visiting this site. We
hope you found everything you were looking for. In addition to worksheets on homonyms, homographs and homophones, we offer a number of other printable materials on this website. Just click on the name in the menu on the left and see what more we have to offer! Homophone WorksheetsHomophones are words
that sound the same but have different spellings. (examples: two / too / on, their / there / are) Read about the differences between their words, they are and there. Select the right word to complete each sentence.2. Sometimes they also have different pronunciations. (example: Take a bow. Tie bow.) Commonly confused
words We have dozens of worksheets for teaching commonly confused words. These include some homophones such as too/on/two, hare/hair, break/brake. There are also similar-sounding words such as impact/effect, on/on, lay/lie, and many more. Synonyms and Antonyms Learn about synonyms and antonyms with
these worksheets. Some words sound very the same, but they have different spellings. We call these words homophones. An example would be them and there. Although most speakers pronounce these words in exactly the same way, these two words have a completely different meaning. They are evidenced by
ownership or ownership. There shows the location. Knowing the difference between theirs and there isn't really that important when you talk, but it is very important when you write. Things can get quite confusing for readers when a writer picks the wrong word from a set of homophones. Common basic state standards
determine that students have to master the choice of words. This means that the student must be able to recognize when the word steal should be used instead of the word steel, and literally hundreds of other pairs such as steal and steel. So how can students prepare for this? In the same way that a person gets into
Carnegie Hall: practice, practice, practice! To help with that, I created a lot of resources on homophones and word selection and posted them below. Homophones List 1 – Here are 25 practice issues on homophones. This is the thesis around ninjas, which students seem to enjoy. Students read each example and choose
that best completes the sentence. Then they practice using complex homophones in their own sentences. Homophones List 1 | RTF Homophones Worksheet 1 | PDF Homophones Worksheet 1 | Preview Homophones List 1 | Answers Homophones List 1 | Ereading List Homophones List 2 – Looking for more practice
with homophones? Here are 25 other practice issues on homophones. This worksheet is muted around a foreign visitor. Students will read the questions and choose the homophone that best completes each sentence. Then they will practice writing sentences of their own with commonly confused homophones.
Homophones List 2 | RTF Homophones Worksheet 2 | PDF Homophones Worksheet 2 | Preview Homophones List 2 | Answers Homophones List 2 | Reading a worksheet Your word of choice will send readers in different directions. Homophones List 3 – Still looking for word choice practice? This worksheet contains 25
additional issues. Students examine groups of homophones and choose the best one that completes each sentence. Then students write their own sentences. This worksheet is muted around an underwater adventure. I hope your students get it. Homophones List 3 | RTF Homophones Worksheet 3 | PDF Homophones
Worksheet 3 | Preview Homophones List 3 | Answers Homophones List 3 | Ereading List Homophones, Homonyms and Homographs These terms can be quite confusing, but if you know the meanings of the word roots, it's actually pretty easy to remember. Homo Homo means the same as in homosexuals: a person
attracted to members of the same sex. Phone means sound, just like on your phone: sound across. Homophones are words that sound the same but have different spellings. Examples:hear and here. Listen refers to the act of sound perception. This describes the location or location. Nym Nym means a name, as in a
pseudonym: a false name. Homonyms are words that have the same sound and spelling, but different meanings. Examples: ear and ear. One refers to the ear of corn, the other to the human organ responsible for hearing. Chart Chart means writing, as in biography: the life of writing. Homographs are words that have the
same spelling, but different meanings and different pronunciations. Examples: wind and wind. One refers to a blowing breeze, while the other refers to the act of turning the crank. Homophones, Homonyms and Homographs PowerPoint Lesson - This is the PowerPoint file used in the above video. It's a quick and concise
lesson on these conditions with a focus on verbal roots that help students remember meanings. Homophones, Homonyms, and Homographs PowerPoint Homonyms and Homographs List 1 – In this activity, students will consider words with dual meaning. They shall practise the use of homonyms and homographs in the
original sentences. Homonyms and Homographs List 1 RTF Homonyms and Homographs List 1 PDF Preview Homonyms and Homographs List 1 in your browser View Responses Homonyms and Homographs List – More practice of identifying and using homonyms and homophones. This is a great review of the activity.
Homonyms and Homographs List 2 RTF Homonyms and Homographs List 2 PDF Preview Homonyms and Homographs List 2 in your browser View Responses Homophone Comic Strip: Create comics where you use ten homophones correctly. Underline homophones. Homophone Comic Strip RTF Homophone Comic
Strip PDF Preview Homophone Comic Strip in your web browser Homophone List: Students write down definitions of commonly confused homophones. Homophone List RTF Homophone List PDF Preview Homophone Worksheet in your browser Make Homophone List Project - Now it's your turn, students! Create a nice
looking worksheet with ten knowledge testing problems commonly confused by homophones. Students should be given a master list of simple homophones to help them. Make a Homophone Worksheet Project RTF Make a Homophone Worksheet Project PDF Preview? Parts of grammatical speech worksheets All
workbooks to read Register and access: All response keys Ad-free Experience Premium/Full Screen PDF Unlimited Access There, Their, or Are they? There, theirs, or are they? There, theirs, and they are: They are complicated for many people! This worksheet explains the difference. Then the children choose the right



word to complete each sentence.3.
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